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but in this case the master had undertaken to provide
him with two years' schooling, the first year and a half
to learn * grammer ', and the next half year to learn to
"write.1 In the same way a goldsmith's apprentice in
I494 agreed to serve ten years instead of nine provided
his master would keep him one year at a writing school.2
A certain amount of teaching, apart from technical
training, was usually stipulated for in indentures of
apprenticeship. A weaver at Taunton agreed to give	i \
his apprentice * instruction in the language of Britanny ',3	' *
•while conversely a London carpenter was allowed * to
have home hys prentys tyll he can speke better engleys '.4	f
Amongst the goldsmiths fines were inflicted for failing	[^
to have apprentices taught to read and write,5 and by	Llj
the will of Maud, widow of John de Myinmes, image-
maker, who died, with her husband, at the time of the
Black Death, an apprentice, to whom she makes various	t f
bequests, was to be handed over to the care and teaching	}
of Brother Thomas de Alsham of Bermondsey Priory
for three years.6 In a list of apprentices who took the	>-
oath of fealty to the king and the city at Coventry in	.*
1494, the terms range from five to nine years, though	|
the majority were for seven years ;   during the first	j
years of their terms, they were to receive nominal wages,	!
usually izd. a year, and for their last year more sub-	j
stantial rewards, varying from 6s. 8d. to z^s.1   The oath
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